2016 Danielcode US Summer Tutorial
24-27 May 2016 Hilton Garden Inn, El Segundo. LA.
The Danielcode is a revolution in trading as it uses a unique mathematical matrix to produce
astonishingly accurate levels of support and resistance both in price and on the other chart axis,
Time. It is unlike any trading or analysis program that you may have seen before and accordingly
will create quite different signals at
important turning points. Those
who follow the Danielcode or
attend our periodic webinars will be
familiar with this process which
happens with regularity. Almost all
market indicators are inaccurate.
Either they lag behind price action
or they retain overbought/oversold
positions for long periods of time
and finding that pinpoint accuracy
demanded by leveraged Futures and
spot Forex trading is negated. Not
so at the Danielcode where its
unique proposition is the precise
market recognition of the DC time
and price targets to an unparalleled
degree. I maintain that markets turn at and only at Danielcode numbers and to support that
proposition you may care to peruse our Chart Archives at
http://www.thedanielcode.com/display.php?nav=historicalcharts where over 30,000 of the
Members Charts I have created for Members since 2008 are stored. Take some time to review this
cache of treasure and confirm my bold statement. And no, you do not need any mathematical
ability to create these unique and largely secret DC support and resistance levels as we do much of
that work for you and provide pre-programmed tools at the Tutorial for you to do the rest. So we
say that “All Markets Turn at, And Only at The Danielcode Numbers”. And once you have proven
this proposition for yourself you have an incredibly powerful tool that is known to only a quite
small group of traders. And in trading, unique knowledge unknown to the majority is always
powerful indeed.
After following John for a couple of years on his biweekly tutorials and subscribing to his T-03
signals I was amazed by the fact that he was always on the right side of the big moves that
occurred in the markets. I told myself I am going to have to breakdown and pay the money to
attend a tutorial. Boy, am I ever glad I made that decision. I attended the May 2015 tutorial in Los
Angeles, Ca. It is now Oct 2015 and I have paid for the tutorial 20 fold (you read that right) from
the material he taught at the tutorial. I will definitely be attending the next tutorial he has in the
states to see the new material he has to offer. I cannot recommend the tutorials enough if you want
to take your trading to the next level. Thank you John for sharing your years of experience
researching and trading the markets. Mike M, Chicago, IL
Let me give you some recent examples of the power of the Danielcode:

The February 11 low in Crude Oil which unleashed the spectacular rally not only in Oil but in US
Equities has been the subject of extended coverage and analysis after the fact, most of it technical
and all of it useless. As traders we don’t really care about explanations after the fact. We need
clear and unambiguous analysis that results in tradeable signals before the fact. And here’s what
happened:
For Friday 02/12/16 we had T.03 and Blue Line Buy signals in Crude Oil and S&P and T.03 Buy
signals in NASDAQ, Russell, and Germany’s DAX plus a Blue line Sell for the US Dollar Index
(DX) and US T Bonds. Check out your charts and see how important these signals are; and they
all started with DC target recognition, just one of the unique strategies you will learn at this
Danielcode Tutorial:

And then there is drama. Markets are notorious for huge moves when Central Banks speak,
particularly when they do something unexpected. Such was the case at the European Central
Bank’s meeting in early March this year. Governor Mario Draghi was expected to announce
moves to weaken the Euro. And so he did but a casual mark that easing was ending sent currencies
into a flurry and panicked reversal. For all other forms of analysis these unexpected panic moves
are considered outliers. Not so for us. The markets reversed right at DC numbers and went on to
elect our signals perfectly:

And see the target precision below. And this on one of those famous “panic” days that we see
when a Central Bank spooks the markets. It really is extraordinary to many but just business as
usual for us. I will teach you how to create DC targets and retracements an any chart you can think
of, and this together with the several trading strategies that you will learn is your unique trading
edge.

There is a great deal of information. testimonials and client comments in the following pages. All
of the client statements were either posted by members direct to our Members Forum or are in
emails retained by me.
What you will learn at a Tutorial is unlike anything you see on my website or in my articles or
webinars. It goes beyond any thoughts you might have of what is possible in trading. At our last
US Tutorial in LA in May 2015 we had tradesmen, dentists, futures brokers, hedge fund advisers,
retired businessmen, professional women and housewives. The whole gamut from the smallest
amateur to big time professionals some of whom were too
embarrassed to tell their spouses that they were coming to do a
Danielcode Tutorial. Others used fake emails to conceal their identity
as they feared being embarrassed by their colleagues for forsaking
traditional market teaching for the very different world of the
Danielcode. The first hour in LA was priceless as I saw them all
sitting open mouthed and astonished as I showed them the true power
and simplicity of the Danielcode. And that’s why you see this
document heavily peppered with their comments. I can say anything
but what counts is what others say about their Tutorial experiences
and that in the final analysis is a pretty good place to start.
Regardless of whether you are an occasional amateur trader with a
small account or a pro with a big trading firm, I guarantee that you have never seen anything like
what I teach at these Tutorials. It is unique, unknown to almost all and the most powerful trading
method that I have ever seen or heard about. My wish is to make you a great trader and if you can
tell the difference between red and green and count to three I can take you there and you too will
be astonished. Some are speechless when the reality of Danielcode trading is revealed. All of you
start from the same base as the Danielcode is unlike any trading method you have seen before. In
fact, the less you think you know about trading the easier it is for me to teach you as we don’t
have to get rid of all those bad ideas you have learned previously. Read through the Forum
comments on the DC website and you can prove this for yourself. You don’t need a big trading
account and you don’t need industry connections. I will take you to the top based entirely on your

own ability, willingness to learn and determination. If you seriously want to be great at this
business this is the only path I know of and I have been in this business for almost 30 years. It’s
that simple. If you have already done a DC Tutorial come and do another one. The Danielcode is a
new and young discipline and it is evolving constantly. Most of this material is new and our very
best traders do many Tutorials to ensure they update and keep learning.
There is nothing more important for your future. This from one of my recent NZ Tutorial
graduates:
I once read an article from a reasonably well known Aussie stock trader who gave the following
advice for new or unprofitable traders:
1. Find something that works.
2. Validate it.
3. Do it.
After 3 days at the Tutorial and in the week since, I can now say that I've ticked off 1 and 2 for
real for the first time in 8 years. As far as trading is concerned, I'm the type of person who needs to
see hard stats, to be able to quantify things to a reasonable level and to be able to apply rules-based
approaches to the markets. There is no winning me over with a vague set of criteria and few select
charts to show how good a strategy works. Importantly, I need something that I can go home and
prove to myself over and over again.
What John taught at Waiheke gave me all that and more. Since the Tutorial, I've been able to
apply what John has taught and go through and manually test the last several years across 15
different Futures markets for a variety techniques, proving to myself that the Danielcode should be
the basis for my trading going forward.
There is no there or thereabouts with type of trading you learn at a [DC] Tutorial. The tools and
strategies are very precise and 'yes/no' in nature, a sign of a robust approach to trading and, of
course, testament to the idea that the Danielcode numbers form the structure of market movement.
It was a big few days, plenty of info to absorb, but John constantly showed that he was, and is,
committed to helping Tutorial folks grasp the concepts and become successful traders. But, of
course, you need to be truly committed to your own success as well.
The tutorial was also an extremely humbling experience. Knowing what very few people in the
world know or are even aware of, and seeing what has been possible and what will be possible in
the future with all things relating to the Danielcode is just staggering. And John's lessons and
insights about life as a trader were extremely invaluable.
Our 2016 US Summer Tutorial is being held The Hilton Garden Inn at El Segundo, Los Angeles
your travel destination. We have visited this location for Tutorials previously and found its
location quite excellent.
Teaching, Welcome Cocktail Party, lunch and after
event refreshments each day at “The Patio”.
Accommodation wherever you like but most will be
staying at “The Hilton Garden Inn, El Segundo” about
15 minutes from LAX with the hotel shuttle and just a
few minutes by cab from Manhattan Beach and the
upmarket El Segundo shopping center. You can make
your accommodation booking at the Hilton with this
link using the group booking code DCODE:

http://hiltongardeninn.hilton.com/en/gi/groups/personalized/L/LAXAGGI-DCODE20160524/index.jhtml?WT.mc_id=POG

Hilton Garden Inn LAX/El Segundo
2100 East Mariposa Avenue
El Segundo, California
90245
310-426-4322
Quote Daniel Code DCODE when booking your accommodation to get our preferential rates.
The Danielcode Tutorials take you from basic chart reading through to the most sophisticated
forecasting of time and price and the squaring of time and price that place where markets will turn.
We have complete novices through to Futures brokers and Hedge Fund managers. All are equally
amazed when they see the Danielcode:
The reason for this post is to hopefully, share the fact that 3 weeks after the tutorial everything that
John 'Said/Taught/Showed' our group is starting to fall into place... at least in my mind. On several
occasions, John repeated the phrase that - "The DanielCode is the DNA of markets !'....with what I
am seeing, I cannot dispute this.. For those who read this and think I may be on a 'naive high' post
the tutorial, then all I can say is that whilst working for some large well known banks and broking
firms (well known in Australia and the US), I was 'made' to study all the requisite topics/subjects
to be at the 'pointy end of the business'... essentially, a waste of time compared to the DC...
Knowledge of why markets do what they do is the cast iron foundation of a safe and profitable
trading career, and only the Danielcode will teach you that you need to know much more than just
price. Time is what squares the market’s equation and those that have read my articles and
followed our videos will know how powerful this knowledge is. These days our in-depth three day
Tutorials are a rarity so don’t delay. If a career as a trader is on your wish list now or in the future,
or you simply wish to start an alternate profit stream, this is the opportunity to grab.
My #1 Priority for you. Twenty years ago before I completed the discovery of the Danielcode
time and price sequences I was very much like many of you, an enthusiastic trader fully immersed
in the lure of markets and with a good background in trading. I had read all the books, immersed
myself in a multi-year search for Gann’s missing link, counted “waves” and almost everything
else you could think of. My trading was good but not good enough and I was constantly surprised
at what markets did. Being an Attorney I believed that everything I needed could be learned from
books and lectures. That’s the way we are taught and it’s part of our core beliefs. With this in
mind I bought a veritable library of books, took some online courses then ventured overseas for a
number of one and two day tutorials from leading lights in the Futures teaching industry. They
were great fun and the people I met were enjoyable and our mentors appeared decent folks. The
examples always worked and I came home brimming with confidence at all of the new material I
had been taught and sure that now I was equipped to take my trading to the next level. It didn’t
work.
I tried several times more at great expense but the results were always the same. The
examples I saw at these events did not translate to real time success back home in my trading
room. By this I do not mean to disparage any of those teachers. They were undoubtedly men of
real knowledge but it didn’t work for me, and the deflation and loneliness of dealing with these
letdowns is remembered. No doubt many of you have had similar experiences. At our Los Angeles
Tutorial in May this year I had a charming lady from Portland who was quite nervous about
Tutorials. She told me she had spent $40k doing courses with many of the big names and still
couldn’t trade profitably. She is a part time trader with a full time job. Three months after the

Tutorial she told me her trading was great for the very first time and she was talking her daughter
into learning trading with Danielcode. I can do this for you too.
And I promise you it is huge. Really huge!!! You have no idea how huge. Really! The DC is the
biggest discovery in many generations and puts Needham on the same level as Archimedes,
Newton and Columbus ... And that is a big statement. I just hope it's not an understatement.” FDBMember and Tutorial Graduate’s post in Forum.
Learning what you need at tutorials can be a fraught business. Some folks just suck it all in
whilst others struggle to absorb new concepts. If you don’t leave this Tutorial as a calm and
confident trader with the ability to trade successfully and very profitably on a consistent basis then
I have failed, and that is something that is definitely not on my agenda. To ensure that the lessons
taught are fully absorbed and understood we take a number of steps:
I need to see each and every student grasp and understand each concept fully before we move to
the next topic, and in my experience this is best done with personal interaction. To ensure this I
am with you all day and most of the evenings either in a formal or informal environment. We talk
trading nonstop and this three day course becomes a total immersion in what it takes to reach the
top 1% of our business. Some of the advanced topics like long term forecasting are not essential
knowledge for all, but the ability to analyse and then trade the best market opportunities is the
vital skill that must become second nature to you. We have one-on-one sessions; we have four
follow up webinars just for Tutorial attendees; we have on line support sessions at your request
and for this Tutorial we have something entirely new.
We will analyse the best markets together each morning and go through the orders required to
implement the strategy. Of course this can run as an auto trade program but it is vital that you
understand the logic behind these programs and can make the trades manually if you prefer as
some do. I will teach you the best ways to add leverage and how to halve those pesky drawdowns.
By the time we finish the follow up webinars you will be ready to start trading just as I do, or
launch your career as a pro trader. You will be astonished how little time this will absorb as you
utilise the new technology we now have available. Scared by technology? Don’t be. I am the least
tech savvy guy in the world coming from an era where pen and ink were the requisite tools so all
of our programs are simple once you know how.
The engine of trading is to have a winning system that gives you an edge. Once you have that edge
the more you trade it and the longer you trade it the more money you make. And making money is
what trading is about. We measure our performance by the returns, and once you know and
understand the game, what seems random and haphazard to you will become quite simple. And
that is exactly what this tutorial will do for you.
The material he teaches is epic. There are no proper words for it. John’s work is the ne plus ultra
of trading. You’ll happily eat humble pie realizing the technical analysis principles you have spent
years absorbing are in fact either meaningless, or are ripples on the ocean in the wake of the giant
luxury liner of Daniel Code price action. NYC Hedge Fund Adviser
Unique to our analysis is the concept of Danielcode “Time”. It’s your edge that few know or
understand. Here’s a stock standard 6 month analysis run from the Futures contract for Gold; quite
nice but lacking the “Time” input*.
Profit
Avg
Large
Net Profit Factor Trades Trade Payout Win% Avg Loss Avg Win Win Wins Losses
$8,420
1.24
74
$114
0.67 64.90% ($1,336) $899
$4,795
48
26

Pretty much what you would expect from an essentially “dumb” machine, but it’s still about 170%
on margin for this 6 month period.

So let’s start tweaking some of the variables inherent in trading “Time”. The most basic variable is
the speed that we set the variables at. As markets increase and decrease their volatility, best seen
for trading purposes in the size of daily bars and the angle of attack, the optimum settings change
dramatically. This is a concept largely unknown to those who do not include “Time” in their
market analysis but it is not only very real but a vital component for all traders to master. Simply
by finding the optimum speed for this market in this period we can return the following results
from the same sample*:
Profit
Avg
Net Profit Factor Trades Trade Payout

$17,880

1.88

54

$331

Win%

Avg Loss Avg Win

Large
Win

0.79 70.40% ($1,264) $1,003 $4,875

Wins Losses

38

16

We have more than doubled the Net Profit, increased the Win% and firmed up the Average Win
and our potential ROI is staggering. In practice, due to the tyrannies of the “J” curve we can never
capture optimum timing over extended periods but it is obvious that if we can consistently capture
a significant part of the premium that “Time” analysis affords, our results rocket right up there
with the top 1%. At the LA Tutorial you will receive these tools and learn how to use them. A
whole new world of trading awaits you.
We can use this form of “Time” analysis on all markets. Here are the results from a standard speed
run for 3 months trading in the Russell 2000. This market has a $4620 margin at present so the
following annualized return of about $16k is nice, but the average trade is poor, the return is very
low and is affected by potential drawdowns as the program does not move its stops and the Win%
is nowhere near what we want to see*.

Net
Profit

Return% Trades

$4,430 40.10%

42

Avg
Trade

$105

Win%

Avg Loss Avg Win

66.70% ($1,683) $1,000

Wins

Losses

28

14

By adjusting the speed variables we can morph this into a decent trading program*:
P
r
Net Profit Return% oTrades

Avg
Trade

$12,075 105.60%

$390

31

Win%

Avg Loss Avg Win Wins Losses

80.60% ($1,998) $963

25

6

We have now tripled our return and got the Win% where we like to see it. The computer calculates
this taking into account the drawdowns which are real, but much of which can be avoided with the
right techniques. This particular program exits on the first profitable close and better than 90% of
these trades complete on the day of entry making day trading with reduced margins a big option
for more aggressive traders. These are the opportunities you will learn at a Danielcode Tutorial.
And one to get the more patient of you really buzzing is below. We have optimized the variables
in the same sample to maximize the Win%, so we now show 19 trades in the first 3 months of this
year with only one loss, and whilst the computer shows this loss as a biggie, I reiterate that this
program does not move its stops so we can certainly reduce that loss considerably*:
Net Profit Return% Trades Avg Trade

$9,935

110.80%

19

$523

Win%

Avg Loss Avg Win Wins Losses

94.70% ($3,325)

$737

18

1

We can do exactly the same with Forex and indeed CFDs and other quasi derivatives. Here’s a
“Time” optimized run in the huge GBP-EUR market for the 1st quarter of this year:

Net Profit Return% Trades Avg Trade

$6,499

200.10%

33

$197

Win%

75.80%

Avg Loss Avg Win Wins Losses

($944)

$562

25

8

All markets work the same with the Danielcode.

I am a senior executive at a government financial institution in Australia with a large young
family. I went to my first Danielcode tutorial at Los Angeles in May 2015. Mr Needham asked me
my ambitions with trading and I told him that my dream was to make 10% per month on my
trading account. He said that he could teach me how to do that. With my many other commitments
I have little time to devote to trading but the Daniel Code showed me the very definition of great
part time trading. I am now making more money from trading than from my full time executive
position. My dreams are coming true and I am heading to Waiheke to learn more. MWAustralia
Danielcode Tutorials are the ultimate way to learn why markets do what they do and more
importantly to know that in advance. All of the Danielcode is dedicated to the proposition that we
need to know in advance where markets will turn. This Tutorial will teach you the Danielcode
tools that identify the best trading probabilities and you will never be the same again. Expect a life
changing experience as many DC members have affirmed.
At this Tutorial I will impart to you the greatest gift that is in my power to bestow; financial
freedom. Once you learn to trade the Danielcode way with all of the tools that I provide at
Tutorials, you will be on your way to that nirvana. Trade when you like and make as much money
as you need. The programs I will teach you start with our standard T.03 and PLUS signals which
have been returning averages around 7-8% per month for the past 7 years. Many of our members
already use them and you can too. Other programs return much more. Our suite of trading
techniques and programs will take you from the basics of chart reading through a range of trade
programs ranging from 1-3 day trades to always in the marker auto trades which place the orders,
manage your stops and exit automatically; and then all the way to our proprietary 4th Seal market
forecasting techniques which we believe to be a revolution in market forecasting. I will also be
teaching an entirely new swing trading program for those who like a more relaxed style of trading.
A Danielcode Tutorial will in less than 3 days take you from the basics of trading Futures and
Forex to the heights of sophistication with uncanny market forecasting and Auto Trade programs.
Indeed, we have every reason to be thankful for the DanielCode! So, thank you to JCN for his
dedication to the DanielCode and for sharing it with us.... This summer has brought an abundant
harvest for DanielCode tutorial graduates and the DanielCode members who are dedicated to
never cease researching and learning more about this amazing truth! "The Danielcode". The 4th
Seal is something to behold when you dig deeper... ...the deeper you dig the more amazing the
discoveries at every scale! ...and indeed ALL MARKETS ARE ruled by the DanielCode!
To this we add a host of social activities with Cocktail Parties, group dinners, after session drinks
and more. Bring your family and friends and we will be happy to arrange tours for you to see more
of this beautiful city and its surrounds. We don’t hold these events often so make sure you don’t
miss this one.
Let me tell you some of what we have in store for you at the 2015 Summer Tutorial:
Tuesday 24 May 2016: 6:30PM Welcome Cocktail Party at “The Patio”, Hilton Garden
Inn, El Segundo, Los Angeles CA. USA
Wednesday 25 May 20a6 : Tuition 10:30 to 5:30. Lunch is provided followed by after
work drinks. Friends and family are welcome.
Thursday 26 May 2016: Tuition 10:30 to 5:00. Lunch is provided. Group dinner at our
special restaurant in the heart of Manhattan Beach. Friends and family are welcome.

Friday 27 May 2016: 10:30 to 2:30; Tuition and wrap.
I've been studying the Danielcode for over 5 years now. I have read every article, have seen every
video, listened to every webinar; at least once with many of them multiple times. I studied the 2
Master Class articles about DC time right down to every word and read those articles at least 20
times. At least!!! Then and only then I decided to go to my first tutorial in December 2011 in
Taupo NZ where I was acquainted with the DC senior traders and I learned how they traded the
DC. Also there we were taught the mechanics of the 4th Seal for the first time which was yet
another great adventure and the start of another and even bigger search and profound study of how
the Danielcode rules markets. The point is this. People think that this knowledge presents itself on
a silver platter and will magically jump into their head and somehow they will become the
smartest trader in the world. Hallelujah ...FDB-DC Tutorial Graduate’s post in Forum
Here’s an outline of other teaching that we will cover:
T.03 and PLUS Signals: Our proprietary T.03 and PLUS signals are our original DC signals that
the Danielcode creates for you every day. They have been running since 2008, are quite unique
and at critical turning points will be different to all other trade signals. From 2010 to 2011 we ran
a live trade room where one of my better Tutorial graduates hosted 147 DC members on line to
demonstrate the correct way to trade these signals. With the benefit of what I had taught at
Tutorial plus our short term FractZen momentum program, the Live Trade Room returned 7.44%
per month for 12 months trading in our Futures and Forex signals. At an annualized return of 89%
without compounding, this basic trading methodology of the Danielcode ranks right up there as
one of the most successful trading programs ever. Tutorial attendees will receive a free copy of the
Trade Room transcripts so you can follow each and every trade in Futures and Forex for the 12
months that the Trade Room ran in real time before a discerning audience.
GMAJ: This is our earliest but still a premiere program. It is an always in the market volatility
aggregator that sparkles when volatility rises. Many Tutorial graduates report better than 100%
returns annually (much better) and frequently report doubling their accounts in 90 days. We trade
a wide range of markets to ensure that we capture volatility wherever it occurs. It runs off our
proprietary templates which you will receive at the Tutorial. This from one of our senior members
just last month. Bernard trades GMAJ and only GMAJ. To put this trading in perspective note that
Bernard is running on 0.6% risk on entry. We recommend 2% per trade so you can multiply his
returns by three to get the true comparison. Bernard has done four DC Tutorials to keep updating
his trading skills:
I am trading the GMAJ with a couple of additional DC based templates that I developed over the
last 18 months to increase my ability to select which markets to trade and better anticipate
congestion zone when we get into one and when we get out of it. Been trading at 0.6% risk per
trade on entry and adding to positions on RT next day and scale out of trades the same way at
various RT's. The first 6 months of 2015 we averaged 14% per month with a range of 9 - 17%
per month. I am expecting that long term I should be able to average 8 - 11%. I am always
trading the risk based on the original size of the account and remove profits at the end of the
month and add back when I have a negative month.
Fractalian: This is a relatively new trading program that is in constant development. Like all of
our trading methods this program is unique and unlike anything you have seen before. It creates
buy and sell signals in both Futures and Forex as well as Stocks and ETFs using only fractals of
“Time”. The Danielcode time cycles are proprietary, powerful and largely unknown. The
dominant DC time cycles control all markets in all time frames and we use fractals of the bigger
time cycles to create daily trading signals which run from 1-5 days. It sounds complex but the
Fractalian template that you will receive at the Tutorial is highly visual and simple to use. I have

done all of the hard work for you. You will be able to back test thousands of Stocks and hundreds
of Futures and Forex contracts and all the ETFs over days, months and as many years as you have
data for. With this tool alone you can seek out both short and long term trading opportunities,
identify real seasonal and weekly bias and weight your trades appropriately. The back testing
program is one of the most powerful analytical tools I have seen and is so new that we haven’t
even set a price for it yet, but it is free to Tutorial attendees. My guess is that this back testing
component alone is likely worth the cost of the entire tutorial.
I learned Fractalian at the Waiheke Tutorial in December 2013 and now use it every day to
analyse and trade 52 Forex markets. It is a marvel-Sister Sage
Market Forecasting-The 4th Seal: Nothing that you have ever seen in markets will prepare you
for the 4th Seal. I invented this form of forecasting over the past 20 years. It
forecasts and identifies future turning points in markets and gives you both
the time and the price at which these turns will occur. We can use The 4th
Seal on 6, 12 and 24 day charts and often on daily charts to know these vital
inflection points days, weeks and often months in advance. As with
everything in the Danielcode I created this remarkable forecasting tool in
response to the absolute vacuum of existing forecasting tools. I have no
hesitation in saying that The 4th Seal is the most accurate forecasting tool
ever invented. And that’s a very large statement. The mysterious 4th and 5th
Seals are likely the forecasting tools of the century and have now given rise
to their similar application on daily charts called “Moonbeams”. Certainly in my 35 years in the
markets I have never seen anything comparable or even close. It truly is another miracle from the
Danielcode. Here’s what previous DC Tutorial graduates have to say.
If you dive into the wonders of time and 4th degree you are going to discover miracles beyond
your wildest aspirations. The DanielCode is truly the DNA of markets which means that every
move of the market on every time frame is ruled by that DNA. If we would truly and completely
know and understand that DNA we could literally predict every next move of any market. Time
and The 4th seal are the beginning of knowledge of that DNA. Probably just the tip of the iceberg.
We have a long road ahead. Welcome to the wonders of the DanielCode.” FDB, Belgium
For those of you who have not yet attended a Danielcode Tutorial, they are an intense explosion of
new knowledge and also great fun as we intersperse serious teaching with a number of social
occasions, starting with our “Welcome” Cocktail Party at “The Patio” at 6:30PM on Tuesday 24
May 2016. I look forward to again saying hello to old friends and to meeting new ones. These
events are few and far between and this is the only Tutorial in US for 2016. If you are serious
about being a great trader, you don’t want to miss this one
Registration: To reserve your seat at this Tutorial please email me,
jneedham@thedanielcode.com to secure your place and please provide details of your last
Tutorial if you are a returning DC student. Some of you have already booked and will receive a
confirmatory email from me. If you do not receive this email it means I do not have you on my list
already. If in doubt please email me again. Registrations close on Sunday 1st May 2016.
Fees: US $7500. I will be invoicing you a few weeks before the Tutorials. You can pay by wire,
bank transfer, credit card or PayPal whichever is convenient. DC members who have attended a
previous Tutorial are offered a 50% discount. Let me know if you require some accommodation
on paying my fees I will be happy to help.

You will need Genesis Trade Navigator charting software and data, and the Danielcode Library
from Genesis, to best follow the tutorial material and run the GMAJ and other templates. Contact
Terry at support@thedanielcode.com to arrange your free trial if necessary, If you choose to
contact Trade Navigator direct ensure that you tell them you are a DC member to whom Genesis
extend large discounts. New DC Library and new upgraded GMAJ template together with the new
Fractalian package and tools will be provided at the Tutorial. All of the DC studies and programs
are explained in simple language and for those of you who prefer other software packages, you
will be easily able to adapt and transfer the DC tools to your preferred platform.
John Needham is an Australian Attorney who writes extensively on financial markets, Gold,
Equities, Forex, Commodities and trading strategies for Financial Sense, Traders Journal and
Forex Journal. See the Danielcode website for published articles.
If you are new to trading I will show you how. If you are already a good trader, I will make you
better!!
NOTE: If you would like to do a Danielcode Tutorial but really can’t face the travel for whatever
reason, you can take the Tutorial by video. This involves 4X2 hour live sessions with me, using
GoToMeeting sometime in late April or early May which will then enable you to tie in with the El
Segundo group for the follow up webinars. Email me if this is your preferred option.

John Needham
jneedham@thedanielcode.com
www.thedanielcode.com
*These are hypothetical results created by the relevant computer program which include commissions and brokerage
but not slippage. We only trade deep liquid markets but you do need to be aware of the limitations of hypothetical
results. Please see the disclaimers on the Danielcode website

